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****************************************************************************************************************************
The Battle of Yorktown (1781) and the Treaty of Paris (1783) officially ended the long
Revolutionary War. And while certainly the majority of the colonists must have felt relief at the
conclusion of the War, joy over the American victory was not felt by everyone in the 13 colonies and
abroad. In this lesson, students will examine several images/documents that relate to the conclusion of
the War and the wide range of opinions held. Students will also spend time analyzing one of the
documents, a political cartoon, using a cartoon analysis worksheet.
****************************************************************************************************************************

Additional Images/Documents used:

Tisdale, Elkanah. “The Tory’s Day of Judgment”. Engraving. 1795. Library of Congress Rare Book and
Special Collections Division. American Memory. Library of Congress. http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.pnp/cph.3a10349.

“York Town”. Etching. London, 1781. Prints and Photographs Division. MyLOC. Library of Congress.
http://myloc.gov/Exhibitions/creatingtheus/DeclarationofIndependence/Peace/ExhibitObjects/GeneralCts/GeneralCorn
wallissSurrender.aspx&PersistentId=1:232f7248-87d5-4124-9f27-60a3fd1d4661:16

“Low's almanack for 1782”. From Rivington’s Royal Gazette, November, 1781. Printed Ephemera
Collection. American Memory. Library of Congress. http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.rbc/

Humphry, William. “The savages let loose, or The cruel fate of the Loyalists”. Etching. 1783. Library of
Congress Prints and Photographs Division. American Memory. Library of Congress.
http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.pnp/cph.3a05331
OTE: The easiest place to get copies of all images is
http://lcweb2.loc.gov/pp/pphome.html
Go to the site, then type in the title of the document or image.

Overview:
Overview:
OBJECTIVE: Student will be able to describe the reactions of different groups of people to the
outcome of the Revolutionary War: the Patriots, Loyalists, and British citizens in England. This
activity will serve as a culminating lesson on a Revolutionary War unit, after students have studied the
causes and effects of the War, the battles, and the opposing views.

RECOMMENDED TIME FRAME: Two social studies class periods, 45-60 minutes each
GRADE LEVEL: Fifth
CURRICULUM FIT: Fifth graders in the state of Michigan study the Revolutionary War, as well
as the events preceding the War and following, as part of their social studies curriculum.
MATERIALS: Copies of all five primary sources for each student, or each pair of students, an
overhead transparency of the primary document “York Town”, copies of the cartoon analysis
worksheet for each student, and copies of the primary document comparison chart for each student.

Michigan State Grade Level Content Expectations (GLCEs):
5-U3.2.4

Describe the significance of the Treaty of Paris (establishment of the United
States and its boundaries).

General Knowledge, Processes, and Skills for Grades 5-8 Social Studies:
Embedded in Grades 5-8 standards and expectations
General Knowledge:
K1.1

Understand and analyze important temporal, spatial, political and economic relationships,

patterns and trends.
K1.4

Analyze events and circumstances from the vantage points of others.

Reading and Communication:
P1.2

Analyze point of view, context, and bias to interpret primary and secondary source documents.

Procedures:
Day One:
1.

After the official signing of the Treaty of Paris, ask students how they think Americans must
have felt. Relieved? Jubilant? Hopeful? Of course these emotions must have been present.
Take a few moments to have students brainstorm/discuss how they would have felt to have
the long War finally over.

2.

Remind students that not ALL people would have been celebratory, however. Might the
Loyalists have felt differently? What about the people living in England? Would they have
been happy with Lord Cornwallis and their King? Tell students that today they are going to

examine a political cartoon that was drawn after the Battle of Yorktown. Students will try to
determine whose perspective this cartoon shows, and decipher the symbolism in the cartoon.
3.

Have students get into pairs. Put up the overhead of the cartoon “York Town” and pass out
copies of the cartoon analysis worksheet to every two students. (You may also wish to give
each pair their own copy of the cartoon). Enlarge the cartoon as much as possible on the
overhead.

4.

Lead the students through the cartoon analysis page, asking them to jot down first
impressions of the cartoon and if it seems to be pro-American victory or against. Next, lead
them through the questions that look at individual items in the cartoon. Decide if each student
will record their own answers or if one worksheet will suffice for each pair.

5.

Finally, share the “real” answers/information about each item in the cartoon. See the answer
key for the important information about the cartoon, though these “answers” can be open for
interpretation. Before students are done with the lesson for the day, ask them to re-evaluate
their original guess at whose perspective this cartoon shows. Collect these cartoon analysis
sheets and grade for effort.

Day Two:
1.

Begin with a review of previous day’s political cartoon. Explain that today the students are
going look at several more primary documents to get a greater feel for the emotions that ran
high at the end of the Revolutionary War.

2.

Working with the same partner(s) as the previous day, distribute copies of the 4 additional
primary documents. (Students will also be reviewing the cartoon from yesterday.) Also pass
out a copy of the Image Analysis and Comparison page. (Note – this is an Excel
spreadsheet – not a Word document – so it needs to be opened as such)

3.

Students should spend time examining each of the documents. A hand-held magnifying glass
may be helpful here to examine details more carefully. As they examine and discuss each
document, students should record their observations and thoughts in the Analysis and
Comparison page. (Note: The fourth document, the newspaper, is difficult to read in its
original form. I have included a typed version of the article, and underlined passages that are
most helpful here to get the gist of the article.)

4.

After 10-15 minutes, hold a whole-class discussion of the images/documents. Determine
whether each image/document is, ultimately, pro-American victory or con. Again, I have
included an answer “key” for these images to use as a reference, but students may have their
own interpretations.

5.

Finally, revisit the question from the previous day: Were all people happy with the outcome of
the War? No, and lingering feelings of disappointment, anger, fear and resentment lead to
some challenges in creating a new, lasting government. While the War had been won, there
were still uphill battles to be fought in terms of public relations both at home and abroad.

EXTENSION ACTIVITY: Have students create their own political cartoon taking one side –
Loyalist or Patriot – about the conclusion of the Revolutionary War. One way to do this is
electronically, using a part of the Read, Write, Think website. The section, “Comic Creator”, can get
accessed below:
http://www.readwritethink.org/MATERIALS/COMIC/cartoon10.swf
Students can also just write these out free-hand, and possibly trade with a classmate to analyze each
other’s work.

Look carefully at the cartoon titled “York Town”. Working with a partner,
jot down your reactions and observations below.
What is the overall “mood” of the cartoon? (What emotion is the cartoon trying to
portray?)

What action is taking place?

List three details that stand out or seem important in the cartoon.

Look at the following details. Record what you think they represent.
Detail
Man praying
Thin, starving cow
Lion with a hurt paw
Broken tea pot
Native Americans dancing
Three men near the cow

What might it mean?

What do you think is the overall message being conveyed in this cartoon?

To be answered AFTER whole-group discussion of the cartoon:
What was the cartoon creator’s reaction or opinion of the outcome of the
Revolutionary War? How do you know?

If you communicate with the creator of the cartoon, what additional symbol would
you suggest he add to the cartoon to make it even more powerful?

Key for Cartoon Symbols

Detail

What might it mean?

Man praying

Cornwallis, begging for surrender
Represents English commerce, which is emaciated and

Thin, starving cow

dying now that England does not have the colonies.
The British monarchy (regal king), now having been

Lion with a hurt paw

wounded.
Tea tax, Boston Tea Party, colonial rebellion against

Broken tea pot

British tea and taxes (wounded the lion)
Americans are often represented as Native
Americans. This is America dancing and celebrating

Native Americans dancing

her victory.
Men represent Holland, France and Spain, who are

Three men near the cow

all robbing milk from the starving cow.

Images/
Document

Image #1 – Day 1
“York Town”

Image 1- Day 2

Image 2 – Day 2

Image 4 – Day 2

Image 4- Day 2, Printed Version

It is scarcely possible to conceive of a more impudent and cruel insult upon humanity,
than the order of the Congress for the celebration of a festival, after bringing their country
to the very edge of the precipice of utter destruction.
It is impudent to assign as a motive of rejoicing, what the meanest understanding must
ascribe to Great-Britain's disinclination to prosecute the war as a foreign one, instead of a
chastisement of subjects rebellious indeed, but not yet given up as irreclaimable. And
what cruelty greater, than to provoke her to depart from this distinction, and proceed in
future with a studied severity, for rendering them as incapable of mischief, as the
Congress declare them to be inimical and obstinate?
Can there be a zealot for prolonging these unnatural contentions, who will deny the
power of Great-Britain to make weekly descents upon a naked and unfortified country,
and to spread all the desolations which the laws of war would justify, against the subjects,
cities, towns, harbours, shipping, mills, houses and territories of a separate and foreign
nation? Nay, is there nothing to be credited to the generosity of the British army for
abstaining from that waste of the farms and property of the implacable and unrelenting
rebel, who may be found at this late day in councils or in arms? What tongue can describe
the tragical scenes that would present themselves to the eye of compassion, the moment
Great-Britain gives command for no further forbearance on the inland or sea coast
frontiers, but to increase by all possible endeavours, the general burden of distress and
affliction?--May God of his infinite mercy prevent them, by a speedy reconciliation
between contending brethren?
How then shall we find a name for the spirit which in dictating the edict for the
congressional thanksgiving, prompts to this mode of conducting the war by insinuating a
censure on the measures hitherto pursued?
After recounting the intermedling of France in this quarrel between the parent and her
children, as one instance of the signal interposition of heaven in their favour, another is
assigned to be, "In confounding "the councils of our enemies, and suffering them to
"pursue such measures, as have most directly contributed "to frustrate their own desires
and expectations. "Above all, in making their extreme cruelty "to the inhabitants of these
states, when in their "power, and their savage devastations of property, "the very means
of cementing our union, and adding "vigor to every effort in opposition to them."
But perhaps this paragraph had its origin in the dread, that Great-Britain might at last be
driven to compel America to make preference of a happy re-union to an unprofitable
separation, by a warfare that will be ruinous to the projects of the leaders from the revolt
of their partizans; and that to state it, was the real design of this apparent stimulation to
the fervour of devotion, if possible to prolong the war {Omitted text, 1w} their profits by
the common calamities.

In this case, the people of America, and even the advocates for independent whiggism,
unless they are sharers of the plunders of the Congress, owe no thanks to their high
mightinesses, for suggesting measures that cannot be viewed, even in distant prospect,
without horror, except by eyes from which nothing can draw a tear. And yet it seems, for
the benefits that have flowed from their past losses and sufferings, the Americans are
commanded to rejoice! Obdurate hypocrites! forbear to pervert the genuine devotions of
grateful piety to your barbarous and destructive policy: And tell me, whether yourselves
have not, by this very proclamation, furnished evidence of the interposition of Divine
Providence, for the confounding of your own wicked councils. Cease from your delusions
before they are made manifest to your fellow-citizens, in one general indiscriminate
conflagration, from which even you may find it difficult to escape, with all the spoils you
have amassed in a more lenient and dilatory, but consuming war. Vaunt no longer of a
French triumph in your country, which instead of adding to, has exhausted her wealth, by
increasing her debt; and rendered every thing dear to a people, the easier prey to a
rapacious army, and an insidious popish ally, whose interest leads him to hold the
advantages he already has by your weakness, and whose long practised arts enable him to
cheat you, and the miserable people trusting in your untutored skill, out of that peace,
liberty, and safety, which are only to be gained by a return to that fold, from which like
silly sheep they have strayed. And let the present miseries of your country teach you,
what the history of your ancestors, in the long wished for restoration that closed the civil
wars of the last century, should have taught you, that an Englishman can never be happy
under any other government but his own: and that the longer he is separated from it, the
more intolerable his anxieties, and the keener his resentments at last against the authors
of the innovations from which they naturally flow.

Image 5 – Day 2

